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Introduction
Ursula Damm and Mindaugas Gapševičius

One hundred years ago, Lazlo Moholy-Nagy described the so-called 
“primitive human” as a hunter, a cra�sman, a builder, and a physician all 
in one person.1 According to Moholy-Nagy, these skills were lost in the 
modern age and the industrial revolution, when humans became special-
ized in separate labor branches. Artistic practices and art education have 
forfeited their holistic atmosphere across the disciplines. Moholy-Nagy – 
a representative of the Bauhaus movement – proposed a “sensual turn” by 
focusing on our sensory faculties regarding the inventory of our everyday 
life and environment to re-position the human in their civilization. 

A hundred years later, we feel the need for change: (we) humans are 
noticing and are aware of the impact of our activities and technologies 
over the entire planet. Experiencing environmental disasters – the eco-
sphere back�ring – we have lost trust in our moral authority and ourselves 
as creators of a sustainable civilization. As artists, we can observe that our 
authority as creators is diminishing, while engineers and scientists are de-
signing another civilization with their thinking, their methods, and their 
products. We �nd ourselves in a situation where we are making use of the 
tools and concepts of our technological condition. 

For us, artists, our sensory faculties have been and are still today the 
most important point of reference. What has changed is, in the �rst place, 
the presence and in�uence of knowledge, machines, so�ware, networks, 
and cultivated and engineered nature. However, the contribution of 
contemporary artists to our everyday life is relatively modest. Does it still 
make sense today to rely on the senses as the central authority of cultural 
practice? How can we integrate the sensual experience into the structure 
of technical systems?

1 Laszlo Moholy-Nagy, �e New Vision (New York: Wittenborn, Schultz, Inc. 
1927).
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Recently, three exhibitions2 under the title Shared Habitats were carried 
out by a team from the Chair of Media Environments at Bauhaus 
 University, Weimar. Referring to the environment as a concept from 
artistic practices of the 1950s that emphasizes the tension between life  
and art, the team aimed to redesign everyday situations, objects, devices, 
and practices.

Shared Habitats has developed spheres where people from di�erent 
contexts and with di�erent living conditions, along with other organ-
isms and machines, live together based on the constitution of their own 
environment. It explores how art can support socio-cultural processes via 
interfaces, new and old technologies, artifacts, DIY/DIWO experiments, 
and conferences. �e focus of the exhibition is on interactions between 
humans and their habitats, humans with nonhuman species, and living 
beings with machines. In the digital and biotechnological age, countless 
tools and so�ware already contain pre-formulated models of humans, 
acquired on the basis of stochastic processes. Shared Habitats attempts to 
circumvent these preconceived models of the human and instead create 
worlds for the human, her counterparts, and a common environment 
allowing direct exchange among varied beings. �is approach should help 
to confront a world of prede�ned techniques and preconceived knowl-
edge with an experience permeated by artistic research. As a working 
hypothesis, the exhibition proposes expanding sensory perception with 
the help of technical objects and adapting it to the stimulus sphere of the 

2 �e exhibition Shared Habitats, curated by Ursula Damm in collaboration 
with Mali Wu, was �rst installed in November 2017 at the Art Center NKNU, 
 Kaohsiung, Taiwan, where eleven artists and scientists associated with the 
Media Environments department at Bauhaus University, Weimar, presented their 
works. �e second version of the exhibition, curated by Ursula Damm in collab-
oration with Ugnė Paberžytė, was installed between May and July 2019 at the MO 
Museum, Vilnius, Lithuania. �e last exhibition was installed as part of the Ars 
Electronica festival in Linz, Austria, in September 2019.
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other being. �us, it moves away from the traditional exhibition setting 
of an art-observer binary by setting up a sphere of a shared “environment.”

What has changed in our artistic approach compared with traditional 
artistic formats such as drawing, installation, performance, and the like? 
Instead of presenting ourselves next to artifacts, we place ourselves in 
between other creatures and the art audience, sometimes as a moderator, 
sometimes as a troublemaker, sometimes as a catalyst or promoter. We 
try to position ourselves within the sensual statements of the whole 
artistic arrangement, being one voice among many. Are we just in a 

“dance of agency,” as Andrew Pickering would say? Are we just in a shared 
activity without hierarchy looking for shared pleasure? Art makes it easy 
to invent multifaceted forms of togetherness beyond targeted actions 

– actions that would limit the scope of responses to our actions and 
ultimately reduce our own space of possibility in a shared performance.

�e basis for this publication is taken from the exhibitions organized 
at the MO museum in Vilnius and the Ars Electronica festival in Linz. An 
accompanying series of conferences became a means of structuring our 
thoughts in one place. �e texts contributed explicitly address the issue 
of acting and designing a habitat that, by its very nature, is to be shared.

�e publication aids in understanding the concept of a new artistic 
approach that has emerged from interactions between artistic, technical, 
scienti�c, living, and nonliving things. Essays, both based on conference 
contributions and other texts, either relate to theoretical discourses raised 
by artworks, show how young artists today approach cultural issues, or 
develop situations of living together with other species. �erefore, the 
publication is divided into the following parts: Milieus and Umwelts, 
Experiencing Arts and Sciences, Shared Habitats, and Other  Encounters. 

In the �rst part of the book, we tried to quickly lead the reader into 
the philosophical context of “sharing” next to the concepts of the milieu 
and the umwelt. �e second part of the book moves forward in de�ning 
how the proposed interaction between machines, organisms, and things 
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unfolds. �e third part leads the reader to the aesthetic considerations of 
interaction and includes the core of artworks shown in the exhibitions. 
Finally, the fourth part proposes related imaginary encounters.

�e publication starts with essays by Andrew Pickering, Henning 
Schmidgen, and Kristupas Sabolius. In his essay “Shared Habitats and 
Uexküll’s Bubble,” Andrew Pickering examines the Shared Habitats 
exhibition and develops the connection of the exhibits with our artistic 
agenda.” Andrew Pickering, an expert in cybernetics, talks about the op-
portunities and risks of acting in technical and biological systems. In the 
same way that cybernetics – which, in its time, was still a societal endeavor 
as a whole – addressed not only its technologies, but also the interplay of 
technology and civilization, Pickering o�ers modes of action for the living 
world. For Pickering, the proposed agenda is, �rst of all, about couplings 
between humans and nonhumans. Departing from Uexküll’s idea of the 
umwelt and its similarity to a soap-bubble, Pickering looks for alternatives 
to get out of these bubbles. Referring to Lovelock and Margulis’s concept 
of Gaia, he then examines the responses of species to their respective 
umwelts, and learns from interactions with other species. By bringing 
Ursula Damm’s artworks into the discussion, Pickering describes them 
as decentered co-productions of people and to insects, and concludes 
that the Shared Habitats exhibition is about symmetric connections and 
collaborations between lively partners.

�e essay “Technical Milieus,” by Henning Schmidgen prepares the 
historical ground on which artists can make use of science as material for 
their experimental practice. �e text provides an overview from a histor-
ical perspective on a technical object as if it had its own umwelt, just like 
organisms have their umwelts. �is idea is presented in a broader context 
of ecological problems caused by technology. In his contemplation of the 
umwelts of technical objects, Schmidgen begins with Leroi-Gourhan, 
for whom technology served as a key mediator between the intellectual 
capital and material conditions in which we live, and continues with 
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Simondon’s interpretation of technical objects having and also developing 
their infrastructure. How do technical objects sound if their environmen-
tal conditions di�er? Taking into account the idea of the umwelt de�ned 
by Jacob von Uexküll as the speci�c world of an organism, while also refer-
ring to Simondon, Schmidgen proposes that technical objects are to be 
seen in response to their associated milieus, and as having umwelts anal-
ogous to those of organisms. Ultimately, he proposes that ideas brought 
by Simondon open up an archaeology of industrialization, which, again, 
raises further geopolitical issues and implicates the reader in their own 
con�icted umwelt. Having referred to technical objects with their abilities 
to re�ect their own umwelts, Schmidgen brings us a step further into the 
poietic abilities of technical objects – something that could be considered 
as a source of inspiration for artistic action. But how may technical and 
natural elements come together in an artistic agenda?

In his essay “Minds and Milieus,” Kristupas Sabolius uses the term 
“milieu” to rethink two positions: the associated milieu of Simondon and 
the sympoietic systems of Dempster. On one hand, the milieu is under-
stood as an environment being re�ected by the individual, and, on the 
other hand, sympoietic systems transform themselves within the changing 
environment. If in an associated milieu we see the milieu as mediating 
the relation between technical and natural elements, in sympoietic 
systems, we see mutual development and shared creativity. In his essay, 
 Sabolius concludes that the interaction of minds and milieus contributes 
to imagination and the validity of the nonhuman mind. Everything – 
 bacteria, fungi, swamps – opens up for the processes of making-together.

�e second part of the publication dives directly into an artistic 
agenda that uses technical and natural elements. It starts with a number 
of artworks, including Rhizomes by Freya Xia Probst, Luminograf #1 by 
Christian Doeller, �oughts on Day and Night by Maike A. E�enberg, In-
terfacing for a Sixth Sense by Sebastian Kaye, �e Pig  Simulator by Stephan 
Isermann, and microplastic_hyperobject by  Maria Degand. All these works 
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give an idea of how artists use scienti�c methodologies and available tech-
nologies for their purposes. �e works transition into an essay by Georg 
Trogemann, who reports from his many years of teaching at the Academy 
of Media Arts in Cologne. 

In his essay, Trogemann introduces the parable of the 18th camel, 
referring to the “two cultures,” the historically grown gap between the 
humanities and arts on one hand and sciences and technologies on the 
other. Trogemann proposes inventing other, unconventional narratives 
to achieve new ways of understanding and practicing technology. �e 
starting point for the re�ections employed here is the confrontation with 
two di�erent forms of thinking and the need to do justice to both. As the 
production of artworks is about poiesis, Trogemann is looking for new 
narratives about and with technology to �ll the gap between technology 
and art. O�en, Trogemann refers to stories that create meaning and that 
in�uence how we perceive the arti�cial environment we live in. Only if we 
become aware that alternative forms of our current narrative are possible 
can technology become an integral and natural part of our culture. In this 
respect, the nonfunctional use of technology in the arts is very important.

�e third part of the book continues with the educational perspective 
of the Chair of Media Environments of Bauhaus University, Weimar, and 
sets up the aesthetic and conceptual basis for the Shared Habitats exhibi-
tion. Referring to Moholy-Nagy’s teaching philosophy of focusing on our 
sensory faculties, Ursula Damm, in her essay “Shared Habitats,” introduc-
es her concept of creating works of art at Bauhaus University today. At the 
same time, the essay leads the reader into an understanding of the works 
of the Shared Habitats exhibition. Considering the environment as an or-
ganizing concept of artistic practice in the Chair of Media Environments, 
Ursula Damm lays out a focus on interfaces to support various species in 
negotiating their habitats. Here, students develop an understanding of 
living beings while using tools and methodologies practiced in the scienc-
es. �eoretically, these ideas are grounded with what Andrew Pickering 
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describes as the “dance of agency,” an emergent world of heterogenous 
elements including humans and things. Damm also refers to Jakob von 
Uexküll and his concept of the umwelt, de�ning the internal “world” of a 
living being as a result of interactions with its environment. Finally, while 
proposing technology-enhanced feedback systems, Damm concludes that 
the Shared Habitats exhibition moves away from an art-observer dynamic 
to a shared environment setting.

A�er this introduction to the practice of art, Yvonne Volkart, from the 
perspective of an art critic, looks at the related artistic practice of care in 
technological environments in “Caring for Life – From the Laboratory 
to Labbing.” In her essay, Volkart draws from Pinar Yoldas’ conserved 
�ctional organisms in glassware, and proposes developing the culture of 
labbing as the next step in freeing artistic aesthetics from the aesthetics 
of a scienti�c laboratory. She points out that, while Pinar Yoldas creates 
artifacts of speculative beings that have evolved from an environmental 
excess of waste, the Shared Habitats exhibition executes experiments with 
living organisms right in the exhibition setting. Volkart then discusses 
works from the exhibition: Probing the Planthroposcene: Excerpts �om 
a Dis-Service Society by Alexandra Toland, Drosophila Karaoke Bar by 
Ursula Damm, and Introduction to Posthuman  Aesthetics by Mindaugas 
Gapševičius. While Toland moves her labbing directly into a �eld where 
plants prosper, Damm brings the animal into the museum and proposes 
that the audience sing together with fruit �ies within the exhibition itself. 
Volkart ends by highlighting the importance of maker culture as a practice 
of overcoming the division between artists/performers and science, but 
also between artists and audience. Volkart concludes that, by o�ering 
do-it-with-others practices, Gapševičius, instead of mediating and sharing 
knowledge, curates and takes care of a collective context.

�e works that follow creatively approach the theme of the exhibition: 
Drosophila Karaoke Bar by Ursula Damm, Introduction to Posthuman 
Aesthetics and Self-Repair Lab by Mindaugas Gapševičius, Six Sidekicks for 
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Free and Algorithm Zoo4 “Miške” by Rico Graupner, and Growing 
 Geometries – Tattooing Mushrooms by �eresa Schubert.

Finally, the last part of the book transits into imaginary states of 
technical and natural elements, something that goes beyond direct 
interaction, but still re�ects the human next to the other creature. �e 
reader is introduced to the works Close Encounter by Jan Georg Glöckner, 
�e Poetic  Design: From Mimesis to Catharsis by Homero Ruiz Garcias, 
and Probing the Planthroposcene by Alexandra Toland. Open imaginary 
positions are also presented in essays by Audronė Žukauskaitė and 
Mindaugas Gapševičius. 

To rethink our relationship with nonhuman others and their 
environments, philosopher Audronė Žukauskaitė, in her essay “Other 
Minds: Ruyer, Damasio, and Malabou,” proposes three positions 
regarding the relation between consciousness and organic matter. On one 
hand, she introduces Raymond Ruyer’s idea that organic and perceptive 
consciousnesses are interrelated. On the other hand,  Žukauskaitė brings 
in Antonio Damasio’s homeostatic imperative, which he de�nes as a 
nonconscious sensing shared by all organisms, big and small. Finally, she 
shares Catherine Malabou’s position, which proposes that our subjective 
consciousness cannot access our organic consciousness and concludes 
that there is a need for a general theory of organic consciousness that 
incorporates di�erent “kinds of minds.” Following  Malabou’s line of 
thinking, Žukauskaitė illustrates the idea with Robertina  Šebjanič’s 
artwork Aurelia 1+Hz / proto viva soni�cation, which speculates on a 
possible communication between humans and jelly�sh.

�e cohabitation is also explored in the essay “A Shi� in the Role of 
an Artist,” by artist Mindaugas Gapševičius, which aims at explaining in 
what ways, by using tools from one of his projects, symbiosis between 
the humans, microorganisms, and chemical compounds could unfold. 
Starting from “Hackteria’s Empathetic Taxidermia Lab,” a workshop held 
by Marc Dusseiller at Pixelache festival in Helsinki in 2016, Gapševičius 
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tries to deconstruct the role of an artist in a laboratory setting as well as 
to de�ne the collaborative component of a workshop. Gapševičius refers 
here to Volkart’s lab aesthetics, which he attempts to overcome by break-
ing through the rigor of the protocols of scienti�c experimental arrange-
ments, such as in his installation Introduction to Microbial  �erapy, which 
provides a strategy for experiencing the ecosystem through the consump-
tion of fermented foods. �e main focus here is on the experience of the 
participants, who are ultimately the producers of the (artistic) added value. 
Gapševičius concludes that, within the workshop settings presented, the 
participants, technologies, and other organisms contribute to the art-
works with their input, and that there follows a shi� in the role of an artist 
from being central to being a mediating �gure.

Perhaps the decentralization of the artist through their role as medi-
ator is a nice way to frame this whole publication. Mediation could be 
considered a medium, or something that enables interaction among actors. 
And this mediation could perhaps merge into what we consider to be the 
contexts of individuals in new environments and the habitats of many 
species. Without this interaction, we would have neither Uexküll’s umwelt 
nor Pickering’s dance of agency. With no mediation, there would not be 
any Shared Habitats either.

All the contributions to this publication by writers, artists, tech-
nologies, and other organisms invite the reader into new experiences and 
new imaginaries. �e reader is also invited to rethink the role of art and 
the role of the artist within umwelts, milieus, and habitats.
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Environments, Orientation,  
and Liquid Foundations
Robert Mitchell

As Ursula Damm and Mindaugas Gapševičius note in their introduction, 
the three Shared Habitats exhibitions that preceded this volume sought 
to expand “sensory perception with the help of technical objects and [by] 
adapting it to the stimulus sphere” of other beings, whether these latter 
were fruit �ies, pigs, mushrooms, or other non-human denizens of our 
shared world. �is volume documents those art projects, and connects 
those descriptions to analyses of theoretical and philosophical approaches 
that can help us to understand better the implications of these artworks. 
�ese theoretical and philosophical approaches include the Umwelt (envi-
ronment) theory of theoretical biologist Jakob von Uexküll; philosopher 
of technology Gilbert Simondon’s concept of the associated milieus of 
technologies; the theory of consciousness and self-survey of philosopher 
of biology Raymond Ruyer; environmental scientist M. Beth Dempster’s 
concept of sympoiesis; Michel Foucault’s project of mapping the history 
of di�erent forms of care of the self; and philosopher Catherine Malabou’s 
analysis of neuronal and corporeal plasticity. 

For readers of this volume who have experienced in person some or all 
of the artworks described here, these theoretical contributions can extend 
and amplify the experiential reorientations enabled by the artworks them-
selves. For readers who have not engaged many or any of these artworks in 
person – and this may perhaps be a majority of the readers of this volume 

– the theoretical contributions and artwork descriptions can jointly help 
establish an openness to, and orientation toward, the lessons and learning 
facilitated by the exhibitions. In this introduction, I would like to make a 
contribution – admittedly minor – to that process by re�ecting on three 
points that are arguably already implicit in the volume, but that can per-
haps helpfully be brought even more fully into the open.
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My �rst point concerns one of the guiding concepts for Shared Habitats, 
Uexküll’s concept of the umwelt. As Andrew Pickering notes in his contri-
bution to the volume, Uexküll’s primary emphasis is on the unbridgeable 
di�erences between the umwelts of the various species of our world. �e 
umwelt of the tick, for example, is simply other and di�erent than the 
umwelt of the human. From this perspective, each species seems to be 
trapped inside its own soap-bubble-like umwelt, and cannot make contact 
with the umwelts of other species. Yet Uexkull’s account is more compli-
cated than this initial description might imply, and the complexity of his 
theory likely accounts for his appeal to many of the artists in this volume. 
In many of his asides and examples, Uexküll suggests that umwelts are 
not in fact as unbridgeable and unbreakable as other parts of his account 
might suggest. In the case of humans, it turns out there is not just one 
human umwelt, but multiple umwelts, which correspond to, among other 
factors, age and occupation. Uexküll contrasts, for example, an oak tree 
seen within the umwelt of the forester with that same tree as seen within 
the umwelt of a child. Because the forester focuses on turning trees into 
wood, he does not see those aspects of the oak prominent for the child, 
such as the “bulging bark which resembles a human face.”1 Uexküll also 
describes brie�y the umwelts of the astronomer, the deep-sea researcher, 
the chemist, and the physicist.2 

While Uexküll’s stress in these examples is still on what divides um-
welts – the oak tree seen by the child is not the same as that which the for-
ester sees, and the umwelt of the chemist is not that of the physicist – it is 
also the case that all foresters, chemists, and physicists were once children, 
and a forester can become a physicist, or vice versa. 

1 Jacob von Uexküll, A Foray into the Worlds of Animals and Humans: With a �eory 
of Meaning, trans. Joseph D. O’Neil (Minneapolis: University of  Minnesota Press, 
2010), 128.

2 Ibid., 133–34.
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In other words, human individuals not only can move between various 
human umwelts, but they do so as a matter of course. Nor is such move-
ment between umwelts necessarily restricted to humans. As Pickering 
notes in his essay in this volume, Uexküll suggested that a guide dog for 
a blind person must learn to recognize “marks” in the dog’s environment 
that would not normally “interest him [the dog],” such as a curb, but that 

“are in the blind person’s interest” 3 (see Pickering, page 34).
As �lm theorist Inga Pollmann has noted, Uexküll’s descriptions and 

exempli�cations of speci�c umwelts o�en relied on technologies and 
media, such as �lm, the phonograph, and experimental devices. Pollmann 
suggests that Uexküll’s umwelt theory in this way opened up two paths for 
subsequent theorists, critics, and art practitioners, depending on whether 
commentators neglected or embraced the importance of these mediating 
technologies for Uexküll. �e �rst path, which Pollmann calls “the path of 
man,” was represented by authors such as Max Scheler, Helmuth Plessner, 
and Martin Heidegger, who were generally uninterested in the role of 
technologies in Uexküll’s account, and used Uexküll’s theory primarily as 
a means for distinguishing between the capacities of humans and those of 
all other animals.4 Pollmann calls the other route “the path of alienation 
(or the path of the animal)”; this path was represented by �lm theorists 
and artists such as Blaise Cendrars, Jean Epstein, Walter Benjamin, Adolf 
Behne, and Franz Marc. Rather than using umwelt theory to distinguish 
between humans and animals, travelers along this second path instead 
sought to “cross-breed human, animal, and technological perceptions.”5 
For these travelers, technologies such as �lm were a key means by which 
humans could allow themselves to be opened to, and in a sense be pos-

3 Ibid., 100.

4 Inga Pollmann, “Invisible Worlds, Visible: Uexküll’s Umwelt, Film, and Film 
�eory,” Critical Inquiry 39, 4 (2013): 781.

5 Ibid., 782.
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sessed by, the umwelts of non-humans. �is path also inspired the creation 
of the 1937 “A Dog’s World” diorama at the American Museum of Natural 
History in New York, in which visitors could press a button and “see” a 
staged room as a dog would see it.6

Stephan Isermann’s inventive �e Pig Simulator (page 109) follows 
and extends this latter path, though the speci�c use of technology in 
Isermann’s project suggests that the purely visual engagement of a project 
such as “A Dog’s World” (especially when set within the context of a 
natural history museum) is perhaps o�en not enough to break out of 
one’s own soap bubble. Rather than allowing participants to observe 
comfortably the world of a pig from over its shoulder, Isermann instead 
forces humans into pig-like postures and movements, and situates 
participants in a virtual reality world based on the hybrid umwelt 
of industrial meat production, within which all pigs have one rather 
unpleasant �nal destination (pork). It is worth stressing that if �e Pig 
Simulator allows participants to inhabit brie�y and obliquely the umwelt 
of pigs who live in meat production facilities, it does so not simply 
because it forces human beings to crawl around on all fours and see the 
limited world of the meat facility from that vantage point. �at physical 
position is, of course, pig-like – but it is also dog-like, horse-like, mouse-
like, alligator-like, and so on. What presumably makes this experience feel 
speci�cally pig-like are also the many cultural associations, ranging from 
servitude to sexuality to play, of crawling around on all fours in public 
in front of others. �e Pig  Simulator in this way suggests that catching a 
glimpse of the inside of another umwelt is not simply a matter of using 
technologies to see (or hear or feel) what that other entity sees (or hears or 
feels), but also, and equally, a matter of exploiting cultural aspects of our 
own shared umwelts that can orient us away from our human worlds and 
toward the worlds of others.

6 Inga Pollmann, Cinematic Vitalism: Film �eory and the Question of Life (Amster-
dam: Amsterdam University Press, 2018), 103–8.
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My second point concerns the orienting capacity of these artworks and 
the theoretical pieces in this volume. It seems fair to say that, for a signif-
icant majority of humans living in Europe, North America, and Asia, our 
current umwelt is largely determined by what geologist Peter Ha� calls 
the “technosphere”: that is, the global and “interlinked set of communi-
cation, transportation, bureaucratic and other systems that act to metab-
olize fossil fuels and other energy resources.”7 One consequence is that 
we devote a considerable amount of attention to technologies, especially 
computers and screens, and very little to plants, animals (except as pets), 
and what we used to call “the natural world.” Even �nding opportunities 
to attend to non-domesticated plants and animals is not easy, for, as urban 
historian Chris Otter notes, many of us have in e�ect come to occupy 
enclosed tubes, rather than a landscape or globe: 

�e technosphere allows humans progressively to abandon a largely 
outdoor existence, and to retreat into increasingly sealed, climate- 
controlled spaces. [. . .] �e technosphere is a new phase in the history 
of human niche-construction. It is ruthlessly cleansed, with sanitized 
surfaces, vacuum cleaners, disinfectants and antibacterial soaps. [. . .] 
Microbes and insects are largely (if imperfectly) expelled �om human 
settlements, while congregating, thriving and evolving in in�astruc-
tural niches. Pets and plants, meanwhile, are welcomed, while livestock 
inhabits its own increasingly hellish, mechanized zootechnosphere.8

While we of necessity encounter the artworks of Shared Habitats within 
the technosphere, they nevertheless provide opportunities to develop new 
forms of attention (or, following Georg Trogemann’s discussion here, new 

7 Peter K. Ha�, “Technology as a Geological Phenomenon: Implications for Hu-
man Well-Being,” in A Stratigraphical Basis for the Anthropocene, eds. C. N. Waters, 
J. A. Zalasiewicz, M. Williams, M. A. Ellis, and A. M. Snelling (London: �e 
Geological Society, Special Publications, 2014), 395.

8 Chris Otter, “�e Technosphere: A New Concept for Urban Studies,” Urban 
History 44, 1 (2017): 151–2.
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Foucauldian practices of “care for the self ”). As Ursula Damm notes, the 
exhibition in one sense continues Bauhaus architect Lazlo  Moholy-Nagy’s 
commandment to the artist “to penetrate yet-unseen ranges of the biolog-
ical functions, to search the new dimensions of the industrial society and 
to translate the new �ndings into emotional orientation” (page 221). Yet 
the artworks here also enable orientations that aim to lead us at least a 
partial step outside an industrial society that has become far more encom-
passing than Moholy-Nagy could likely have imagined.

Freya Xia Probst’s Rhizomes exempli�es this capacity of these artworks 
to orient us away from the dominant coordinates of the technosphere. 
Probst describes this work as “[e]xperiments with pearls, small gears, the 
positioning of seeds or di�erent mediums,” which then “lead to di�erent 
plant responses,” and result in wearable articles of clothing. To view the 
results of this work is to re�ect on Probst’s own forms of attention that 
made the work possible; by channeling Probst’s form of attention, we 
can also begin to observe in our own lives the various relations among 
biological media, plants, and animals (including humans) that occur at 
the borders of the technosphere. Ursula Damm’s Drosophila Karaoke 
Bar is another compelling example of such reorientation, for her work 
enables participants to attune themselves aurally to fruit �ies.  Mindaugas 
Gapševičius’s projects also exemplify this capacity for reorientation,          
in this case by focusing our attention on microorganisms: SCOBY, for 
example, is a “symbiotic culture with bacteria and yeast,” a “‘culture’ that is 
also an old fermentation technique” (Volkart’s description: pp. 197–202).

My �nal observation, which emerges out of my �rst two points above, 
bears on how we should understand the nature of this reorientation. It 
is tempting, channeling Marshall McLuhan,9 to see these media projects 
as enabling extensions of existing human capacities (or, to draw more on 

9 Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media: �e Extensions of Man  
(Cambridge, MA: �e MIT Press, 1994).
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Uexküll’s work, as enabling us to expand the number of umwelts to which 
we have access). �at seems to me, though, the wrong way to understand 
these projects. Such an interpretation assumes a connection between 
capacity-extension and control that many, and perhaps all, of these works 
contest. Becoming attuned to a shared habitat is likely a matter of re-
linquishing at least some aspirations for control. From this perspective, 
Henning Schmidgen’s discussion of Simondon is especially helpful. As 
Schmidgen notes, 

[ f ]or Simondon, the human body does not solely consist of more or less 
clearly de�ned organs and limbs. It also possesses a liquid foundation 
(Deleuze calls it the “organless body”), and it is this splashing, inner 
milieu which humans draw upon when they invent technical objects 
that act as genuine mediators (médiateurs) between arti�ciality and 
naturalness. It is this mediation that allows the forces, potentials, and 
virtualities contained in life, and thus also in human beings, to be 
brought to the fore�ont. (p. 60)

�is is an extraordinarily helpful point, and it orients us toward images of 
�uidity and all of their attendant forces, such as pressure, elasticity, �ows, 
and eddying. �ese latter seem like especially useful means for under-
standing both how earlier technologies have “act[ed] as genuine mediators 
(médiateurs) between arti�ciality and naturalness,” and how new technol-
ogies might more productively operate in our own era of climate change 
and rising ocean waters. �is also provides us with a wonderful image for 
thinking further about the speci�cally artistic uses of technology instanti-
ated in the works in Shared Habitats, and the ways in which they reacti-
vate and reorient that liquid foundation.
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Robert Mitchell’s (*1969) research focuses on relationships between literature 
and the sciences in the Romantic era, as well as contemporary intersections among 
information technologies, genetics, and commerce, especially as these have been played 
out in the legal, literary, and artistic spheres. His most recent work has focused on the 
theory and practices of experimentation in both the arts and sciences, the history of 
vitalism, and the relationship between aesthetics and biological concepts of population. 




